Audio Email Readings
Email readings have become very popular and are one of my favourite modes of working. They
are a convenient and effective way of getting a reading and can take place anywhere at any time. It
can be an uplifting experience that you can get immediate value from.
An email reading can provide some really helpful and significant insights delivered in a clear,
precise, and unbiased way. It can provide you with in-depth detailed information to help you move
forward and make the best choices in your life. An email reading can help you when making difficult
decisions, help you to find the solutions to your dilemmas and offer a roadmap to the future.
When choosing this service the information that I provide for you is gained by using my intuition
to make a clairvoyant connection to the spiritual energies and realms. I do not require my clients to
be present. Spiritual energies, (our helpers and guides) are not bound by time and space and are
freely accessible when I work, no matter what part of the world my clients live in. It is a global
service and one that I am quite passionate about. Based on feedback from my clients what I love
about this way of service is the amount of accurate detail that comes through and as the client isn't
present, helps to validate the truth that we are not alone , that there is a Divine Intelligence whose
presence is always there to help and guide us. We simply have to ask.
Case Study: More than 20 years ago a client wrote to me with certain life issues that she
needed help with resolving. As I was recording my reply onto a cassette tape (how we’ve moved on
since then) a young adult male appeared, announcing his name and holding a guitar. I could see him
very clearly and continued to record what I was seeing and hearing.
I posted off the reading and a couple of days later the client telephoned me, absolutely stunned
and crying tears of joy. Many years previously she had given birth to a still-born baby boy. In those
days and within the parameters of her religion, there was no counselling service for bereaved
parents. She and her husband asked to be left alone with their baby son for a few moments, where
they decided to name him. It was to be their secret – they told no-one. Sixteen years later he
connected to me and through our reading was able to be reunited with his parents (apparently he
was the image of his father, from the colour of his hair to the mole on his cheek.) His father also
used to play the guitar in his youth. Can you imagine their joy?
This reading also had a profound impact on me and was a catalyst for change in how I deliver my
services. Not only did the client receive the help she needed through life guidance but after so many
years of thinking that she and her husband had ‘lost’ their child, suddenly received news that he
was alive, well, very happy - and always watching over them. I shed a few tears of gratitude as well!
For an audio email reading it is best to make your questions as specific and simple as possible in
order to get the most out of the answers that you receive. This will mean the answers you get will
be straightforward and easy to interpret. A real benefit of the service is that you will have the time
to compose your questions before you send them off.
As with my case study client, sometimes additional information and spontaneous evidence of
survival comes through, which although may not be relevant to your questions can create an
additional positive impact on your life. These instances also provide extra proof that we are part of a
greater universal whole. We are not alone and *‘where there is love there can be no separation, only
of the physical.’
* Words by an Unknown source

